Abstract. Tumor induced angiogenesis processes including the effect of stochastic motion and branching of blood vessels can be described coupling a (nonlocal in time) integrodifferential kinetic equation of Fokker-Planck type with a diffusion equation for the tumor induced angiogenic factor. The chemotactic force field depends on the flux of blood vessels through the angiogenic factor. We develop an existence and uniqueness theory for this system under natural assumptions on the initial data. The proof combines the construction of fundamental solutions for associated linearized problems with comparison principles, sharp estimates of the velocity integrals and compactness results for this type of kinetic and parabolic operators.
Introduction
Angiogenesis (growth of blood vessels) is fundamental for tissue development and repair. Numerous inflammatory, immune, ischaemic and malignant diseases are fostered by angiogenic disorders [9] . In particular, angiogenesis supports tumor spread. Many efforts have been devoted to antiangiogenic therapies to neutralize tumor growth [10] . Current investigations try also to control the formation of new vessels to regenerate damaged tissues and to prevent retinopathies in premature children. To those purposes, it is essential to develop adequate mathematical models of the process, that must be continuously updated to incorporate new experimental knowledge. There are many models addressing partial aspects of angiogenesis dynamics, see references [8, 14, 26, 28] for instance. Being able to reproduce the stochastic nature of the vessel branching process seems to be a key novel feature identified in recent experiments. We consider here a deterministic integrodifferential system suitable to describe the development of the stochastic vessel network, as shown by recent numerical studies [3] . We aim to formulate an existence and uniqueness theory for this type of models, that may serve as a tool for a rigorous derivation of the mean field system from the initial stochastic equations and as a basis for numerical schemes.
We consider the following equations for the evolution of the density of vessel tips p in response to the tumor angiogenic factor released by cells c: ∂ ∂t p(t, x, v) = α(c(t, x))ρ(v)p(t, x, v) − γp(t, x, v)
∂ ∂t c(t, x) = d∆ x c(t, x) − ηc(t, x)j(t, x), [3] , ρ(v) = δ v0 is a Dirac measure, approximated by gaussians for numerical purposes. Here, we take ρ(v) to be smooth and bounded positive functions decaying at infinity. The density of vessels p decays at infinity. The tumor angiogenic factor c decays also, except for a finite region in (x 2 , x 3 ), or x 2 , depending on the dimension, for which it behaves like a positive constant as x 1 → ∞. In dimension two, these models may be adapted to investigate retinopathy associated angiogenesis problems. The retina is a two dimensional membrane. For tumor related angiogenesis, two dimensional studies are a simplification that may guide three dimensional analyses, where blood vessel tip behavior is more complex. Only two dimensional numerical tests have been performed so far with this model [3] . Blood vessel behavior in three dimensions might lead to slight variations in the nonlinear terms.
In this model, the source term α(c)ρ p represents vessel tip branching. Vessel death (anastomosis) is described by the integral sink −γp t 0p . The FokkerPlanck operator represents vessel extension. As discussed in reference [8] , the chemotatic force F(c) may be taken to depend on the flux of blood vessels j, or on the marginal tip densityp if the latter replaces j in the diffusion equation (2) for the tumor angiogenic factor (TAF). If the sink term in (2) depends onp, it represents consumption of TAF due to all the cells in the network. This is similar to the consumption term appearing in previous reaction-diffusion models [1] .
If TAF consumption is mostly due to the additional endothelial cells that produce vessel extensions, then the sink term in (2) is proportional to the velocity of the tips and it may be described through an integral j = vg(|v|) p dv, g ≥ 0.
A possible choice could be g(|v|) = 1. However, the velocity of cells is limited, and usually quite small. In practice, numerical simulations introduce velocity cut-offs, that may be represented through Fermi-Dirac distributions, as done in definition (5) for j. The magnitude entering the sink term in equation (2) must be a scalar. The choice |j| (euclidean norm of j) was explored numerically in reference [3] . However, from the modeling point of view it might introduce artifacts when |j| vanishes, which might happen under particular, though unusual, symmetry conditions. The cells consume TAF even in such situations, therefore the sink term in equation (2) cannot vanish. The choice j made in definition (5) avoids such artifacts. From the mathematical point of view, the presence of the density p inside a square root may introduce lipschitzianity and uniqueness problems when |j| vanishes. This situation is avoided in the simulations performed in finite spatial domains in reference [3] . Working in unbounded spatial domains, |j| vanishes at infinity, and we must work with j to be able to prove uniqueness results. Existence proofs follow the same lines in both cases, choosing either |j| or j.
Equation (1) reminds of Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck problems. There are, however, two important differences. First, the force field F is not computed fromp solving a Poisson equation. It involves the gradient of solutions of heat equations whose sources depend on the flux of blood vessels j(p). Second, a nonlocal in time integrodifferential sink involving t 0p is present. This source is negative, therefore it may interfere with the expected positive sign of p unless handled properly.
During the last 30 years, intensive efforts have been devoted to establish global existence, uniqueness and regularity results for Vlasov-Poisson-FokkerPlanck problems. A pioneering paper by Degond [18] proved existence and uniqueness of solutions in the whole space. Such solutions were global in dimensions n < 3 but local in dimension n = 3. He developed a weak existence theory for the linear problem, including a maximum principle and bounds independent of the force field, and put forward an iterative scheme to construct solutions of the nonlinear problem, exploiting velocity decay to obtain L ∞ estimates and to control the velocity moments by means of interpolation inequalities. Victory and O'Dwyer [30] formulated a theory of fundamental solutions for linear Fokker-Planck equations in the whole space, that they exploited to construct classical solutions. They were able to adapt methods for parabolic equations [19] , overcoming the difficulties created by the degenerate diffusion. Existence of global solutions in three dimensions for some classes of initial data followed [29, 25] . The work on kinetic equations and renormalized solutions by Diperna, Lions, Perthame and other authors promoted the appearance of global existence and smoothness analyses under milder assumptions on the initial data. Novel compactness results for transport operators and studies of the propagation of moments were essential [17, 24] . A series of papers by Bouchut and coworkers established existence of global smooth solutions in three dimensions and studied their long time behavior, see [4, 5] and references therein. More detailed analysis of long time asymptotics in the whole space followed, see [11] and references therein. The study of Fokker-Planck type problems in bounded spatial domains, that we do not consider here, poses additional problems due to the interaction of the transport operator with the boundaries [16] .
The knowledge accumulated for Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck systems will serve as background to build our theory. The key idea to develop an existence theory for our angiogenesis model (1)- (5) is to include the integrodifferential term in the reference linear operator. We will design an iterative scheme in which the velocity integralsp and j are frozen from one step to the next. This allows us to construct solutions of the linearized Fokker-Plank and heat problems using fundamental solutions. It also ensures nonnegativity of the solutions, that is crucial to obtain preliminary uniform estimates. Proving compactness requires sharp estimates on the force field F(c) and on the anastomosis sink in terms of p. This will be achieved expressing the angiogenic factor c as a convolution with heat kernels and estimating the velocity integrals of p exploiting the decay in the velocity space. Specific compactness results for this type of kinetic transport operators will be essential to extract convergent subsequences. Passing to the limit in the equations satisfied by them, we obtain a solution of the original problem. We construct global in time solutions in dimensions two and three. Stability bounds in terms of the norms of the initial data follow. Uniqueness ensues from coupled Gronwall type inequalities. These solutions are strong in the sense that the force field F is a bounded function.
The numerical simulations in [3] start from Gaussian initial data. We will consider here milder assumptions. In the sequel, L ∞ will denote the space of measurable and bounded functions, L 1 the space of measurable and integrable functions, and L q the space of measurable functions p for which |p| q is integrable. Subindices will make explicit the involved variables. The mathematical structure and the physical interpretation of the system suggest some natural hypotheses on the data:
• p 0 ≥ 0, c 0 ≥ 0, so that p and c are both nonnegative.
x , so that c, ∇ x c and F may be bounded functions.
• p 0 ∈ L 1 xv , so that we can define the mass p dxdv.
v , so thatp(t, x) = p dv may be a bounded function and we can define fundamental solutions for p.
v , so that j(t, x) = |v|g(|v|) p dv may be a bounded function and we can define fundamental solutions for c.
When j is given by formula (5), the technical hypotheses
will be needed to establish existence, and to ensure uniqueness of the solutions, respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls basic results on linear Fokker-Planck problems: fundamental solutions, integral expressions, bounds in terms of data and sources and comparison principles. Section 3 extends these results to linear problems including an additional linear term in p. Section 4 establishes L 1 and L ∞ estimates on the velocity integrals j(p) andp for the nonlinear problem using velocity decay. Section 5 introduces the iterative scheme and proves the global existence and uniqueness result. Studying long time asymptotics remains an open problem. Section 6 proves a local existence and uniqueness result for chemotactic forces depending on fluxes without velocity cut-offs. Global existence is an open issue in this case. Existence of solutions when the coefficient ρ(v) is a Dirac measure remains an open question too, since we lack estimates to pass to the limit in the regularized problems that approximate the delta function by gaussians.
Initial value problems for linear Fokker-Planck operators
The initial value problem (IVP) for linear Fokker-Planck operators:
in the whole space has been studied in detail, see [18, 30, 29, 25, 11] and references therein. We are particularly interested here in existence theories constructed using fundamental solutions, that will be the basis of our later analysis of the integrodifferential angiogenesis model. Fundamental solutions are known in stochastic settings as transition probability densities. They furnish a bridge between deterministic and stochastic formulations. Fundamental solutions have the advantage of providing a flexible framework to establish positivity results, maximum principles and estimates on spatiotemporal decay.
Let us set
is a fundamental solution of the initial value problem (6)-(7) when: i) For (τ, ξ, ν) ∈ Q T fixed, it satisfies the equation (6) with f = 0 as a function of (
ii) For every continuous and bounded function p 0 (x, v)
When F = 0, the field free fundamental solution of equation (6) has a known explicit form [15, 30] :
Some relevant properties are summarized in references [25, 4, 5, 6] . We recall below some properties to be used throughout the paper.
Lemma 2.1. The fundamental solution G(t, x, v; τ, ξ, ν) of the field free initial value problem is positive and all its relevant derivatives exist in a classical sense. For (t, x, v), (τ, ξ, ν) ∈ Q ∞ , t > τ , it satisfies the following relations:
When a field F is added, fundamental solutions can be constructed as a perturbation of G. This is done in reference [30] for smooth bounded F. We recall below a collection of useful estimates. Lemma 2.2. Assume that F(t, x) is continuous and bounded with respect to t ∈ [0, T ] and continuously differentiable with respect to x, with bounded derivatives in IR N × IR N . Then, there exists a fundamental solution Γ F (t, x, v; τ, ξ, ν) of the initial value problem (6)- (7) in Q T whose relevant derivatives exist in a classical sense. When (t, x, v), (τ, ξ, ν) ∈ Q T , t > τ , it satisfies the following identities and bounds:
(F3) Γ F is a solution of the integral equations:
.
Bounds on higher order derivatives and derivatives with respect to the dual variables ξ, ν similar to those for G hold too. Once the fundamental solutions are known, the solution of the initial value problem (6)- (7) can be explicitly constructed as volume integrals involving the fundamental solution and the data [30] . Lemma 2.3. Assume that p 0 and f are bounded, continuous, locally Hölder continuous in x, uniformly in t and v with exponent bigger than 2/3, and integrable in x, v for t ∈ [0, T ]. Then, the initial value problem (6)- (7) has a unique solution
The solution p is continuous in Q T , continuously differentiable in (0, T ] × IR N × IR N (once with respect to x and twice with respect to v), with bounded derivatives. Moreover, for t ∈ [0, T ]
These results have been extended to measurable bounded fields F(t, x) and integrable or bounded data in reference [11] (see also Proposition 3.1 in the next section, and reference [12] ). The time dependence on T of the constants appearing in bounds of the fundamental solution can be removed when F(t) ∞ decays in time [11] . This provides global in time estimates of the spatial and temporal behavior of the fundamental solutions and the solutions of the initial value problem [11] .
Lemma 2.4. If F(t, x) is measurable and bounded, a generalized fundamental solution Γ F (t, x, v; τ, ξ, ν) of the initial value problem (6)- (7) exists. It satisfies the identities and estimates (F1)-(F5). Moreover, if F(t) ∞ decays as C α (1 + t) −α−1/2 for α ≥ 0 (and C α is small enough in case α = 0) the bounds hold uniformly for any positive t. The integral expression (9) is the unique weak solution of the initial value problem (6)- (7) 
The integral expression for the solutions of the initial value problem together with the nonnegativity of the fundamental solutions yield a straightforward comparison principle:
) be solutions of the initial value problem (6)-(7) with data p
To prove strong convergences later on we will need adequate upper solutions provided by the following Lemma. Lemma 2.6. Assume that F(t, x) is measurable and bounded in (0, T )×IR N . Let U be a solution of
such that U (0) = p 0 , for positive constants σ, k, α 1 , ρ 1 . Then, U ≤ P = e α1ρ1t P , P being a solution of
taking the initial value
is the constant appearing in inequality (F4) in Lemma 2.2.
Proof. We write U = e α1ρ1t U, where U is the solution of
U admits the integral expression:
Thanks to estimate (F4) in Lemma 2.2:
Fokker-Planck problems with additional potentials
The nonlinear angiogenesis model (1)-(5) includes an integrodifferential term in the right hand side that becomes negative when the density p is positive. If we keep it in the source term it becomes hard to guarantee that p remains nonnegative. This suggests considering linear Fokker-Planck problems with an additional lower order term:
When a = 0, fundamental solutions Γ F are constructed in reference [30] solving the integral equation (F3) in Lemma 2.2:
For a = 0, we correct Γ F adding the new contribution from a. We must solve the integral equation:
A fundamental solution is then constructed following standard techniques for uniformly parabolic operators [30, 19, 21, 12] . We prove the following result: Proposition 3.1. If F(t, x) and a(t, x, v) are measurable and bounded, a generalized fundamental solution Γ F,a (t, x, v; τ, ξ, ν) of the initial value problem (15)- (16) exists. It satisfies the estimates (F4)-(F5) with coefficients depending on T ,
, the integral expression (9), with Γ F replaced by Γ F,a , is a weak solution of the initial value problem (15)- (16). This solution p of (15)- (16) belongs to
) for all 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ and is unique. For nonnegative p 0 and f , the solution p is also nonnegative.
Proof. The integral equation (18) is solved by a successive approximation procedure:
The limiting function is represented as the sum of a telescopic series:
We prove below an estimate of the form:
Thanks to identity (F2) in Lemma 2.2 we find for ℓ = 0:
Assuming that estimate (21) holds up to ℓ, we check that it also holds for ℓ + 1:
using again identity (F2). This proves estimate (21) for all ℓ by induction. The upper bound a
(ℓ+1)! tends to zero as ℓ tends to infinity, which ensures convergence of the iterative scheme. The series
(ℓ+1)! converges, which proves the series expansion (20) . Inserting the bounds (21) in the series, we see that the fundamental solution satisfies:
Using (F 4) from Lemma 2.2, we obtain a similar upper bound in terms of the field free fundamental solution where the constant M now depends also on a ∞ . Bounds on the derivatives with respect to v are obtained from a differentiated version of the integral equation, as in references [30, 12] . Bounds on other derivatives require higher regularity on a and F.
The integral expression for the solutions of the initial value problem follows as in reference [30] when a and F are smooth enough. When they are just bounded functions, we approximate the coefficients by regularized sequences as in references [11, 12] and pass to the limit in the approximated problems, combining uniform bounds provided by the integral expressions and energy inequalities (see Lemma 4.5) with compactness results for kinetic models (see Lemma 5.2) . The integral expression, combined with the bounds of the fundamental solution in terms of the fundamental solution of the free field problem (F, a = 0), yields the L q estimates on the solution of the initial value problem. Uniqueness follows from energy inequalities [5] .
The nonnegativity of the fundamental solution can be established in different ways. We may argue that it is the limit of fundamental solutions for uniformly parabolic problems with an additional δ∆ x p term that vanishes as δ → 0, or extend the maximum principle arguments used in reference [19] to prove positivity of fundamental solutions for uniformly parabolic problems, as commented in reference [30] . This is valid regardless the sign of a.
Let us remark for completeness that nonnegativity of solutions for the initial value problem can be proved without resorting to fundamental solutions provided the data satisfy
and energy identities hold [5] . Making the change of variables v = v ′ e bt and setting p = e ct q, c = N k, we find for q the equation:
Multiplying by q − = Max(−q, 0) and integrating:
Therefore q − = 0 and the solution p is nonnegative, provided a ≥ 0. When a is bounded, a similar result is achieved choosing c large enough in the change of variables.
Decay in the velocity space
The nonlinear angiogenesis problem involves the velocity integrals of the den-
Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck problems, here the force field F depends on j, not onp. We will use an iterative scheme to establish existence of solutions for the nonlinear problem. Constructing the iterates and extracting convergent subsequences will require L ∞ bounds onp and j. The necessary bounds will follow from estimates on the velocity decay of p and its derivatives with respect to v. Let us first state the basic result relating the norms F and j.
Lemma 4.1. Let us consider the field F defined in (4), c being a solution of the parabolic problem (2)-(3). We assume that
, for some q, r fulfilling 1 ≤ q ≤ r ≤ ∞. We furthermore assume that, either j is a bounded function or c ≥ 0. Then, the L r x norm of F satisfies:
In particular, the L ∞ norm of F satisfies:
Proof. For j bounded, problem (2)-(3) has a unique solution c that can be expressed in terms of the positive fundamental solution of the linear parabolic operator [2, 12, 22] and c ≥ 0 if c 0 ≥ 0. Since c ≥ 0, classical maximum principles for heat equations [19] imply that c is bounded from above by the solution of the heat equation obtained setting η = 0 in (2), keeping the same initial datum c 0 . Using L ∞ estimates for heat equations, we conclude that
To control the norms of F, we need to estimate the norms of ∇ x c. Differentiating the integral expression for c:
we find:
where K is the heat kernel. Combining classical estimates on L r norms of convolutions [7] :
and the known decay of L q ′ norms of derivatives of heat kernels [20] :
we obtain:
with the restriction 1 + 1/r = 1/q + 1/q (23) follows, with C N,r,q > 0. When r = ∞, this condition becomes q > N . Estimate (24) follows, with C N,q > 0.
For general choices of the weight g, we can obtain estimates on the L q x norms of j, j andp if, in addition to the L 1 xv and the L ∞ xv norms of the density p, we control the norms of velocity moments |v| β p, as shown by the next Lemma.
The following inequalities hold:
provided the involved integrals and norms are finite.
Proof. Inequality (29) ensues from
Inequality (30) follows applying Hölder's inequality [7] to |v| ℓ p ℓ β and p
Inequality (31) is proven in reference [4] (pp. 246) when ℓ = 0. We prove the general case in a similar way. Using |v| β−ℓ R β−ℓ ≥ 1 for |v| > R, we get:
where C N,ℓ = meas(S N−1 )(N + ℓ) −1 , meas(S N−1 ) being the measure of the unit sphere. Choosing R to minimize the right hand side, we find:
norm. To prove (32) we observe that:
Optimizing with respect to R, we obtain (32) for β = δ + 1 > N + 1. Inequalities (33) and (34) are proven in Ref. [18] , see Lemma B.1 therein.
With the choice g(|v|) (5), immediate estimates of the L q x norms of the flux j in terms of norms of p follow.
−1 is bounded and integrable. We find:
By interpolation [7] , all the intermediate L q
x norms are also bounded using those magnitudes.
Let us now obtain L ∞ x estimates for the marginal densityp appearing in the anastomosis term. We adapt a strategy introduced in [18] (see Lemma 3.1 therein), that exploits decay in the velocity space to obtain spatial bounds of the moments.
under the hypotheses:
are bounded by constants depending on the parameters σ, k, T , β, N , and the norms (1+|v|
Assume further:
(iv) F(c(t, x)) is given by (4), c, ∇ x c are given by (25) - (26) with c 0 ∈ W 1,∞ x , c ≥ 0, c is coupled to (37) by (5) , and a = γ Then, similar bounds hold with constants depending on the parameters σ, k,
Proof. Using expressions in terms of fundamental solutions (1 + |v| [5, 6] . We set Y (t,
where
Thanks to the L ∞ estimate in reference [18] for this type of operators (see Proposition A.3 therein) we get:
The factors
The key term to be bounded is (1 + |v|
Under assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii), we may resort to interpolation inequality (34) or just set:
When (iv) holds, we are in fact dealing with the nonlinear system. Lemma 4.1 yields estimate (24) for F ∞ in terms of j L q x for q > N, t ∈ [0, T ]. Lemma 4.3 shows that these norms can be estimated from the norms of the weight |v|g(v) and the solution p. Therefore,
. Therefore, the estimate on Y and its dependence on parameters and norms is a consequence of the previous statement for linear problems with general coefficients F and a − . Once the velocity decay has been established, the L ∞ bounds on I R N pdv follow from inequality (33) in Lemma 4.2. When β > N + 1, the estimate on I R N |v|pdv follows from inequality (32).
Let us finally recall a Lemma from [5] (see Proposition 2.2 therein), useful to estimate derivatives with respect to v. (15)- (16) satisfies:
5 Iterative scheme
Existence of solutions for the nonlinear angiogenesis model will be proved by means of an iterative scheme. For m ≥ 2 and t ∈ [0, T ], we consider the system
Alternative schemes replacing (42) with
can also be used to generate solutions. We initialize the scheme with p 1 = 0 and j 1 = 0. c 1 is the solution of the corresponding heat equation with the appropriate behavior at infinity. p 2 is a classical nonnegative solution of a Fokker-Planck problem with smooth and bounded coefficient fields F(c 1 ) and α(c 1 ). We will show that the resulting sequence is well defined under our hypotheses on the data and a subsequence converges to a solution of the original problem.
Theorem 5.1. Let us assume that:
Then, there exists a nonnegative solution (p, c) of (1)- (5) satisfying:
with norms bounded in terms of the norms of the data.
) and the solution is unique.
We prove this result below. The proof in organized in steps. First, we argue that the scheme is well defined using fundamental solutions of Fokker-Planck and parabolic operators. Next, we obtain the pertinent uniform estimates on the L q norms of solutions of the iterative scheme, relying mostly on comparison principles. The derivatives of p m with respect to v are bounded uniformly using energy inequalities. Then, we use the velocity decay to obtain uniform estimates of the velocity integrals of p m . In this way, we bound the norms of p m , j m , ∇ x c m and F(c m ). Finally, we pass to the limit in the equations using compactness results specific of Fokker-Planck operators. We obtain a nonnegative solution of the nonlinear problem with the stated regularity. To conclude, we establish the uniqueness result using expressions in terms of fundamental solutions and differential inequalities. We work with scheme (42)-(48) but a similar proof stands for (49) and (43)-(48).
Proof.
Step 1: Existence of nonnegative solutions for the scheme Fundamental solutions of linear parabolic and Fokker-Planck problems allow us to prove existence, nonnegativity and basic regularity of solutions for (42)- 
. Therefore, F(c m−1 ) is a bounded function. Provided that a m−1 is bounded, (42) has a unique nonnegative solution p m , that can be constructed in terms of fundamental solutions of the Fokker-Planck operator, as argued in Section 3.
Thanks to Proposition 4.4 and to Lemma 4.3, the coefficients a m and j m are both bounded functions if
for β > N . Therefore, we may go ahead and construct c m and p m+1 . We may consistently construct our sequence of iterates.
Step 2: A priori estimates on the angiogenic factor c m Uniform bounds on the L q norms of c m are obtained thanks to classical maximum principles for heat equations [19, 12] . Indeed, the solution of (46)-(48) is bounded from above by the solution of:
For compactness, we will need estimates on the derivatives. Notice that c m−1 is the solution of a heat equation with source −ηc m−1 (t, x)j m−1 (t, x). To estimate the derivatives we can differentiate the integral expression:
to obtain:
where K is the heat kernel, whose derivatives satisfy ∂ xi K(t) 1 ≤ M t −1/2 , whereas K(t) 1 ≤ 1. This yields: 
Inserting the inequality K(t) 1 ≤ 1 in the integral equation yields the estimates:
that are uniform provided the sequence
is bounded. Additionally,
are uniformly bounded on the same condition.
Step 3: A priori estimates on the vessel density p m Uniform bounds on the L q norms of p m are obtained thanks to the comparison Lemma 2.5, see also Proposition 3.1. Notice that a m−1 p m ≥ 0. Then, Lemma 2.5 implies that the solution p m of (42)-(45) is bounded from above by the solution of:
The function P m admits the integral expression:
Thanks to Lemma 2.3 in Section 2, we know that:
. The above inequalities yield Gronwall type inequalities of the form:
Applying Gronwall's inequality to the above relations, we get:
for all m and t ∈ [0, T ]. Notice that these bounds on p m do not depend on F(c m−1 ). We use that these fields are bounded functions to construct p m using fundamental solutions, but we do not need uniform bounds on either F(c m−1 ) or a m−1 to obtain these L q bounds. Additionally, Lemma 4.7 provides a uniform estimate on ∇ v p m L 2 txv , that does not require uniform bounds on F(c m−1 ) or a m−1 either. For all m:
Step 4 
To establish uniform bounds on 
Step 2, we also infer that the norms
, and c m L ∞ (0,T ;L 2 x ) , are uniformly bounded too.
Step 5: Compactness of the iterates
The passage to the limit with a minimal set of uniform bounds is made possible by the following compactness result, taken from [5] :
Assume that p 0 belongs to a bounded subset of
Previous compactness results by R.J. DiPerna and P.L. Lions [17] guarantee compactness in L 1 (0, T ; L q (ω)) for more general operators.
The solutions p m of the iterative scheme satisfy (77) with:
The estimates established in Steps 2-4 and Lemma 4.5 ensure that: We have global pointwise and weak convergences, plus strong local convergences. Combined with uniform bounds in terms of integrable functions in the whole space, this will allow us to pass to the limit in the nonlocal terms and integrals appearing in Step 6. Let us construct the required controlling functions, exploiting representations in terms of fundamental solutions and the fact that the norms F(c m ) ∞ are uniformly bounded.
Let us start with p m . We recall that 0 ≤ p m ≤ P m , where P m is a solution of (68). Then, the right hand side satisfies α(c m−1 )ρ p m ≤ α 1 ρ ∞ P m . Therefore, P m ≤ Q m , where Q m is the solution of
with initial datum p 0 . By Lemma 2.6, Q m ≤ P where P = e α1 ρ ∞ t P and P is a solution of (14) By comparison principles for heat equations, the functions |c m | are uniformly bounded by the solution of
, where K is the heat kernel.
Additionally, compactness of the sequences p m in
) follows from compactness in bounded sets since we control uniformly the decay of the sequences at infinity. This results from a standard strategy to establish compactness in spaces L q (IR n ), 1 ≤ q < ∞, see reference [7] . We must prove that for any ε > 0 we can find a radius R > 0 such that the norms of the sequences outside that ball are smaller than ε.
Let us estimate the L 2 norm ofc m outside a ball. Writing
we obtain [7] :
We split the norm of (K(t − s) * x |f (s)| 2 ) outside a ball or radius 2R > 0 as:
x ) thanks to Lemma 4.3. For the second integral I 2 , |x − y| > R. Both integrals are bounded by:
We can make V L 2 (0,T,L 2 (|x|>R)) as small as wished choosing R large provided the same holds for f L ∞ (0,T,L 2 (|x|>R)) . With our definition of j, this leads to the study of the norm P L ∞ (0,T,L 2 (|x|>R)) . As stated in Lemma 2.6, P admits the integral expression:
where G is the fundamental solution for the free field linear operator given in (8) . Arguing in a similar way as we just did with the convolution with the heat kernel, and taking into account that now p 0 is fixed and does not depend on time, we find that
can be made as small as wished choosing R large enough. Notice that P L 2 (0,η,L 2 xy ) can be made arbitrarily small decreasing η.
Therefore, the sequence p m is compact in
Step 6: Convergence to a solution The function P constructed in Lemma 2.6 and used to control uniformly the sequence p m in Step 5, provides uniform integrable bounds to apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. For t and x fixed, and for any v, the subsequence p ′ m converging pointwise satisfies 0 ≤ p m ′ ≤ P. The functions P and |v|g(|v|)P are integrable with respect to all the variables. The sequences p m ′ and |v|g(|v|)p m ′ converge pointwise to p and |v|g(|v|)p, respectively. Therefore, a(p m ′ −1 ) and j(p m ′ −1 ) tend to a(p) and j(p).
Let us pass to the limit in the weak formulation of the equations. For all These convergences allows to pass to the limit in all the terms present in identity (81), except in
The sequence
txv . These convergences allow us to conclude the process. The limit (p, c) satisfies:
This solution inherits all the bounds established for the converging sequences. It remains to pass to the limit in the parabolic equations (46). The source term c m ′ j(p m ′ ) tends pointwise to cj(p) and is bounded by Cj(P) ∈ L q tx for any q ∈ [1, ∞]. Strong convergence of the source to its limit implies that c is a solution of (2).
Step 7: Regularity Once existence of a solution of the nonlinear problem has been proved, it has at least the regularity of solutions of linear Fokker-Planck equations with
Using the integral equation for derivatives with respect to v and the estimate (F5) in Lemma 2.2 we obtain additional regularity adding hypotheses to the derivatives of the initial datum.
Step 8: Uniqueness Set p = p 1 − p 2 and c = c 1 − c 2 . These differences satisfy the equations:
with p(0) = 0 and c(0) = 0. The mean value theorem applied to the definitions of F(c) and α(c) yields:
where ξ, χ ∈ [c 1 , c 2 ]. Since c 1 and c 2 are nonnegative, ξ, χ ≥ 0. Particularizing (10) for (84) and making use of (86)-(87) we find:
Expressing the solution of (85) in integral form in terms of the fundamental solution of c t − d∆ x c + η|j(p 1 )|c we obtain [12] :
We have used that the fundamental solution is bounded by scaled heat kernels [2, 12, 22] involving constants that depend on the L ∞ norm of the coefficient |j(p 1 )|. Particularizing (26) for this equation, using ∇K(t) 1 ≤ M t −1/2 and estimate (89), we find:
. By Lemma 4.3. we have:
Let us set:
We define now
Combining (88)- (91) we find:
We deduce that U (t) satisfies a Gronwall inequality of the form 6 Fluxes without velocity cut-offs
In this section, we replace the flux defined in formula (5) by
We reconsider the system (1)- (4), (94) and the iterative scheme (42)- (48) with (47) replaced by
In this case, local existence in time can be proven. This restriction comes from the fact that we need uniform estimates on F(c m ) ∞ to be able to control uniformly the behavior of the sequences as |x| → ∞ through a uniform estimate of the fundamental solutions and pass to the limit in the weak formulation of the equations. Uniform estimates on F(c m ) ∞ require uniform estimates on j(p m ) q for q large enough. In absence of Lemma 4.3, we may obtain them via Lemma 4.2 from uniform estimates on velocity moments whose order is high enough. At this time, the restriction appears, affecting also the counterpart of Proposition 4.4 for this choice of flux j. Let us first estimate the velocity moments.
Proposition 6.1. Let p ≥ 0 be a solution of (37)-(38) under the hypotheses:
) is given by (4), c, ∇ x c are given by (25)- (26) with
, c ≥ 0, c is coupled to (37) by (5), with a = γ t 0p ds−α(c)ρ, 
Proof. Using fundamental solutions we get
, see references [6, 5, 12] . Moreover, (1 + |v|
xv ). The conservation law for moments of order β reads [13] :
Applying Hölder's inequality: (26), (27) and (28):
where 1 +
By Lemma 4.2, we have the estimates:
In view of (100) and (101), inequality (98) holds provided:
Let us analyze each term in the right hand side of identity (96), keeping track of the dependence on β. Using Young's inequality [7] ,
We choose ε 1 = βk 2 to cancel the moment contribution with the negative terms in equation (96). The integral I 3 is bounded gathering the contributions from ∇ x c 0 and j. For the ∇ x c 0 part, we have the upper estimate:
using again Young's inequality with ε 2 = βk 4 to cancel the moment contribution with the negative terms. For the positive part of I 2 , Young's inequality implies:
with a − ∞ = α 1 ρ ∞ . Inserting (97)- (104) in (96), we find:
We will get a superlinear Gronwall inequality with exponent 1+ N N +β > 1, unless we have external information on j. Let us set
Integrating (105) in time we have the inequality: 
Then, Lemma 4.2 combined with interpolation inequalities in L q spaces [7] , provides the required estimates on the norms |v|p
This variation on the available estimates of j L q x affects Proposition 4.4, that takes now the following form. Proposition 6.2. Let p ≥ 0 be a solution of (37)-(38). Assume that conditions (i)-(iii) in Proposition 6.1 hold. Assume further that:
v ) are bounded up to any time τ < min(τ β , T ), by constants depending on the parameters σ, k, d, η, d 1 , α 1 , T , β, N , and the norms
Proof. We revisit the proof of Proposition 4.4 to find
, and
We resort to the interpolation inequality (34) in Lemma 4.2. For β > 1
We must now relate F ∞ to some norm of j, where F is given by formulas (4) and (25)- (26) . Lemma 4.1 yields inequality (24) in terms of j L
where I stands for the remaining list of parameters and data norms detailed in that proposition, q β = N +β N +1 and τ < min(τ β , T ). Then, L q norms can be estimated by means of L q β and L ∞ norms for t ≤ τ :
Thanks to inequality (32) in Lemma 4.2:
for β > N + 1. To ensure
We set (24) and (111), we find:
Since we have chosen q = q β N +1 N , we have
, and the right hand side grows linearly. Gronwall's inequality implies then:
with constants depending on the values specified in (112)-(113).
Once the velocity decay has been established, the L ∞ bounds on I R N pdv and I R N |v|pdv follow from Lemma 4.2.
We can now state the existence result for the flux without velocity cut-off. Theorem 6.3. Let us assume that
Then, there exists a nonnegative solution (p, c) of (1)-(4), (94), satisfying:
for any τ < min(T, τ β2 ), with norms bounded in term of the norms of the data.
, then the solution is unique. In particular, uniqueness holds when
Proof. The proof proceeds with the same steps as the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Step 1 remains the same, except that a m and j m are both bounded functions as a consequence of Proposition 4.4 when β 1 > N + 1. Steps 2 and 3 proceed in the same way. We know by
Step 1 that a ∈ L ∞ . Its negative part is a
Step 1 also ensures that F(c m−1 ) and j m−1 are bounded functions. By Step 2, we have 0
The previous estimates on the iterates hold in [0, T ], for any T > 0. Uniform estimates on velocity integrals are only guaranteed for finite time τ β2 . Revisiting the proof of Proposition 6.1, we have identity (96) and inequality (98) for p m and F(c m−1 ). We recover inequality (105) for p m with |v| β2 p(t) 
for t < τ β2 = (112)- (113), but in terms of upper bounds of the norms of p m . Reasoning as in reference [18] , or arguing as we did above to obtain (124) we find
for all m. Combining this estimate with Lemma 4.2, we conclude that
, are uniformly bounded by constants depending on fixed parameter values and on c 0 W Using the fundamental solution Γ = Γ F(c1) and identity (9) I R N ×I R N |v||p(t, x, v)|dvdx ≤ t 0 I R N ×I R N ×I R N ×I R N |v|Γ(t, x, v; τ, ξ, ν)|f (τ, ξ, ν)|dξdνdτ dxdv = I.
Thanks to estimate (F4) in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, Γ is bounded from above by the fundamental solution G of the free field linear Fokker-Planck operator, rescaled in space and velocity, and multiplied by a constant. By assertion (e) in Lemma 1.3 in reference [25] I R N ×I R N |v|G(t, x, v; τ, ξ, ν)dxdv ≤ C 1 (1 + |ν|), for x, v, ξ, ν, and t > τ ≥ 0. This is also easily checked using expression (12)- (15) for the fundamental solution as in references [6, 12] . Therefore, I ≤ I 1 + I 2 where Both integrals can be estimated in a similar way to the right hand side in (88), making use of inequalities (86)-(87). This yields
We denote byÃ,Ã i ,B,B i ,D the same constants replacing the norms
Combining (88)- (89) We deduce that U (t) satisfies a Gronwall inequality of the form
